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One software for different stages of extension
Standalone

Video

SA

FA

KBW
KB 5-50
KB 150- 3000

Retrofitting and expansions possible
Older machines and machines not built by KB, like
Future Tech and Shimadzu can be attached to KB
Hardwin XL.
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The Quality is in the technology:
Advantages of the 5 MPs camera
Only KB Hardwin XL can work with the 5 MPs camera
5 MPs camera
(2300x2000)

2000
Pixels

1030
Pixels

1,3 MPs camera
(1300x1030)

580
Pixel

CCD camera (758x580)

Smallest possible indentation (200 Pixels acc. to standards)
Biggest possible indentation (vertical Pixels of the cameras)

In this schematically visualisation the difference between the cameras is
shown. Yellow is the smallest possible indentation. Black is the biggest
possible indentation. The size of the pixels is the same. This is the reason why
the smallest possible indentation (yellow) has always time the same size

1024 Pixel

433 Pixel

1,3 MP

1,3 MP camera; Resolution 0,14µm
40x objective; KB Hardwin XL

5 MP camera; Resolution 0,06µm;
40x objective; KB Hardwin XL

2000 Pixel

CCD camera; Resolution 0,2µm
40x objective; Müller software

1059 Pixel

5 MP

580 Pixel

CCD

253 Pixel

The same indentation, the same objective, different cameras
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Assistant
By the use of the KB Hardwin XL Assistant testing after a
short training time is possible.

Menu navigation
•Perfect test process by a clearly arranged and useroriented menu navigation
• Assistant for easy handling: work off standard tasks
easily
•Apply different load steps and magnifications in one test
process
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Unique auto measurement
(optional)

• Up to now unreached quality of auto
measurement
•Precise evaluation
•High reproducibility
•Dirty, etched and scratched surfaces are no
problem

Even if the indentation is not completely
identifiable, KB Hardwin XL still measures
according to standards.

Automatic light control
High reproducibility and precision with the KB light
control since the optimal illumination is achieved
without operator influence. This is especially
important at automatic evaluation if the sample
surface or the enlargement are changing.

Unique auto focus
This autofocus works reliably, quickly and
precisely. The correct position does not need to
be set by the user at first.
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Pattern test

Pattern test
(optional)

•CHD, DS, Nht
• Within one pattern test different load steps
and magnifications can be applied

Load step change within one test process
Apply different load steps and magnifications
in one test process

Quick access on filed test orders
Images which belong to a previous test order
can be re-addressed with one click.

Manual evaluation independent of user

Due to the pixel-precise presentation of the
indentation and the coloured measuring
marks each indentation is evaluated the
same by each user.
Red: too hard

Yellow: ok
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Scanning: Solid and exact
(optional)

Outline contour scan with the microscope camera
Just the outline contour of the sample will be
photographed with the microscope camera.
The single pictures will be assembled.

Area scan with the microscope camera
The complete sample will be photographed
with the microscope camera. The size of the
scan area can be freely chosen. The single
pictures will be assembled.

Area scan with the overview camera

The complete sample will be photographed
with the second camera. The size of the scan
area can be freely chosen. The single
pictures will be assembled.

Snapshot with the overview camera
One single picture will be made by the
second camera.
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Welding test with KB Hardwin XL
(optional)

Linear series
Position, number and displacement can be freely
chosen

Series in parallel position to the outline contour
The operator defines the outline contour with a
polygonal line. The displacement of the series to the
outline contour and the displacement between the
series can be freely chosen.

Indentations with indication of the zone
The operator can assign a zone to each indentation.
The zones basic material (Basic), heat influence
zone (HEZ) and weld material (weld) can be defined
in the remarks of the indentations.
Diagram with zones
The assigned zones will be shown in the diagram and
the data evaluation.

Tools
The contour-tool, the circle-tool and the splitter-tool
help to define the test process individually, simple
and according to standards.
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5 Megapixels camera

The 5 Megapixels USB camera can only be
applied with KB Hardwin XL. The combination of
the KB optical system and the 5MPs USB
camera gives a unique picture quality which is
the basis for a high quality test process.

Part recognition Reco Jet
(optional)

• After the scan the right position will be
recognized and turned in
•Position and angle will be identified accurately
•Pattern will be exactly applied
•Extensive time saving since the pattern of
similar samples has to be generated just once

Quicklink
(optional)

Adjust all patterns of one test process with
one click. Orient on significant points such as
symmetry points, reference points, bench
marks and pivotal points.
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USB camera
• High-quality images
• Extension of the measuring range up to 80%
• e.g.: KB 250 Video with 10x objective and 1,3
Megapixels camera: 138 HB 2,5/187,5-642 HV
0,5
• Reduces the noise and the fault liability
• Increases the image quality

Operating system

®

KB Hardwin XL supports Windows XP, Vista
(32 bit) and 7 (32/64 bit). The use of a
computer makes KB Hardwin XL networkcompatible.

Data management
• Data export as txt, Word, PDF, html or Excel
• Handling with SAP or Access are no
problem
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Data view
All important information to the test process on one view.

Test report
The test report can be freely adjusted with
the report generator.
KB Prüftechnik delivers each software packet
with standard report types. Special report
types can be programmed on request.
The test report generator is part of the
software packet. Each operator can prepare
new test reports it is wanted.

